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Introduction



ENIAC – Fixed Program Computer

ENIAC – “Electronic Numerical Integrator and Computer” (1945)

• Large collection of arithmetic machines

• Programmed by combination of plugboard wiring and three

portable function tables

• Took weeks to program

• Used in computations for Hydrogen Bomb

Not a sustainable model for general-purpose computing
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Stored Program Computer

Manchester Baby (1948) & EDVAC (1949) – Stored program

computers

EDVAC based on design by Jon von Neumann – becoming the von

Neumann Architecture

von Neumann architecture

• Processor containing arithmetic logic unit and registers

• A control unit that contains instruction register and program

counter

• Memory that stores data and instructions

• External mass storage

• Input and output mechanisms

Sound familiar?
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Stored Program Computer
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Stored Program Computer

Left – von Neumann Architecture

Right – Harvard Architecture

Both stored program computers, but one has separate instruction

memory/data memory
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How do we build a computer?

Intel x86-64 architecture contains ≈980 instructions

Too many to be instructive in a design course!

Even MIPS has too many to for illustrative purposes

Use a simple subset of commands to show most aspects

• Memory References – lw, sw

• Arithmetic/logic – add,sub, and, or, slt

• Control Transfer – beq, j
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How do we build a computer?

By the end of this chapter we will examine 2 MIPS

implementations:

• Simplified version

• Pipelined version
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Building a Datapath

Let’s think about what we have:

• Binary encoded instructions in memory

• 32 general purpose registers

• Control and arithmetic logic

• Data memory

We need to execute each instruction, then fetch the next one

Datapath – Elements that process data and addresses in the CPU
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Building a Datapath

High level datapath overview

1. Program Counter – 32-bit register holding the current

instruction to be executed
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Building a Datapath

High level datapath overview

1. Program Counter – 32-bit register holding the current

instruction to be executed

2. Instruction Fetch – Memory read from address at PC
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Building a Datapath

High level datapath overview

1. Program Counter – 32-bit register holding the current

instruction to be executed

2. Instruction Fetch – Memory read from address at PC

3. Instruction Decode – Determine operation type (opcode),

function, registers, immediates, etc.
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Building a Datapath

High level datapath overview

1. Program Counter – 32-bit register holding the current

instruction to be executed

2. Instruction Fetch – Memory read from address at PC

3. Instruction Decode – Determine operation type (opcode),

function, registers, immediates, etc.

4. Instruction Execute

4.1 ALU calculation (if necessary)

4.2 Memory address for load/store operations

4.3 Branching target addresses to modify PC
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Building a Datapath

High level datapath overview

1. Program Counter – 32-bit register holding the current

instruction to be executed

2. Instruction Fetch – Memory read from address at PC

3. Instruction Decode – Determine operation type (opcode),

function, registers, immediates, etc.

4. Instruction Execute

4.1 ALU calculation (if necessary)

4.2 Memory address for load/store operations

4.3 Branching target addresses to modify PC

5. Either increment PC or use target address
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Building a Datapath

What is wrong with this picture?
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Building a Datapath

What is wrong with this picture?
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Building a Datapath

This is what we want to design!
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Logic Design



Logic Design Basics

Information is encoded in binary

• Low voltage = 0, High voltage = 1

• One wire per bit

• Multi-bit data encoded on multi-wire buses

Combinational element

• Operate on data

• Output is a function of input

State (sequential) elements

• Store information
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Combinational Elements
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Sequential Elements

Register – stores data in a circuit

• Uses a clock signal to determine when to update stored value

• Edge-triggered – update when clock changes from 0 to 1
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Sequential Elements

Register with write control

• Only update on clock edge when write control input is 1

• Used when stored value required later
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Clocking Methodology

Combinational logic transforms data during clock cycles

• Between clock edges

• Input from state elements, output to state element

• Longest delay determines clock period
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Building a Datapath

Datapath – Elements that process data and addresses in the CPU

Let’s build a datapath for a CPU incrementally
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Building the Datapath



Instruction Fetch

Program counter holds memory location of instruction

Instruction Memory holds 32-bit instructions
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Building the Datapath

Produces 2 32-bit registers from 5-bit addresses, writes to 32-bit

register from 5-bit address
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Building the Datapath

ALU consumes:

operation code

two operands

produces a result (and status codes)
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Building the Datapath

R-Format Instructions:

• Read two register operands

• Perform arithmetic/logical operation

• Write register result
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Building the Datapath

Branch Instruction, e.g. BNE $s, $t, offset Compare Operands

• Use ALU, subtract and check Zero output

Calculate target address

• Sign extend displacement

• Shift left 2 places (word aligned)

• Add to PC + 4 (Already calculated by instruction fetch)
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Building the Datapath
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Building the Datapath

Load/Store operations: e.g. lw $t, offset($s)
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Building the Datapath
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Building the Datapath

Current Problems:

• Determining all of the blue selection control logic

• How to select registers for load/store/immediate operations

• lw $t, offset($s) – load into $t

• sw $t, offset($s) – store from $t

• addi $t, $s, imm – store into $t $s + imm

• Jumps
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Building the Datapath

ALU Control

ALU used for:

• Load/Store: F = add

• Branch: F = subtract

• R-type: F depends on funct field

Simple Implementation

ALU Control Function

0000 AND

0001 OR

0010 add

0110 subtract

0111 set-on-less-than

1100 NOR 31



Building the Datapath

ALU Control depends on opcode/function

For I-Type instructions, no function code, so don’t care
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Building the Datapath

Designing the Main Control Unit – Useful to review instruction

types
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Building the Datapath
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Building the Datapath

R-Type
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Building the Datapath

Load Instruction
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Building the Datapath

Branch-on-equal
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Building the Datapath

Current Problems:

• Determining all of the blue selection control logic

• How to select registers for load/store/immediate operations

• lw $t, offset($s) – load into $t

• sw $t, offset($s) – store from $t

• addi $t, $s, imm – store into $t $s + imm

• Jumps
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Building the Datapath

Jump – 26-bit address, shifted left 2

However, PC is 32 bits
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Building the Datapath

Jump – 26-bit address, shifted left 2

However, PC is 32 bits

Concatenate:

Top 4 bits from PC

26-bit address

2 trailing 0’s

Need 1 control signal to trigger the jump
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Building the Datapath – Final Datapath!
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Single-Cycle Implementation

Single-Cycle Implementation – Machine completes one instruction

per clock cycle

Advantages:

• No need to keep track of state of different instructions

• Regularized clock gives predictable execution time

Disadvantages:

• Longest delay determines clock period

• Floating point operations, divides, etc. slow down operations

• Violates “make the common case fast”
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Going Faster

How do we execute instructions faster?
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Going Faster

How do we execute instructions faster?

Pipelining!

The process of executing more than one instruction in different

states at a time

In the next lecture we will revise the datapath to allow pipelining
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